
 
When the world is a monster bad to swallow you whole 

Kick the clay that holds the teeth in, throw your trolls out the door 
~Michael Stipe 

 
Greetings to You from CraseFit!  
The 20th century philosopher, Martin Heidegger, devoted a dense-ton of pages to the topic of 
“there-being,” in his monumental work, Being and Time. In possibly over-simplistic terms, Heidegger 
hit the double arrow fast-forward on the existential-crisis button by knotting the end-laces of Mind & 
Body together in his concept of Da Sein, roughly translated as there-being. This seems to be where much 
of our Strength training takes place-- there.  
 
Maybe we go to the gym, maybe we head to the park, or maybe we carry our bodyweight out into the 
yard . . . wherever we choose, our pursuits always carry us there when all the work that needs to be 
done is here.  
 
Our efforts, much like Heidegger’s thick & labrous tome, keep us separated from developing & 
realizing our fullest potentials. Let’s think of this in these terms: The development & desire of Strength is 
always something that happens completely & mostly there, while we are always & fully here. The there might be 
a class, the gym, our pile of iron, or the reps & sets intended by our very bodyweight . . . in other 
words, our potential for Strength is always something we’re chasing, and it’s always distant, never 
here, always there.  
 
Even if we’ve never taken a full or partial philosophy class in our lives, we are still conditioned by its 
rigor, process & development. Philosophy is best thought of as an undercurrent for how we make 
decisions, and as a consequence, how we approach & live our lives. Some people, such as Heidegger, 
strip away the over-current to dissect, study and analyze the undercurrent, and then write thick books 
that slowly filter into and shape the process of our thinking and modes of living.  
 
Just as we do not all need to be philosophers to reap the full benefits of the philosophical endeavor, we 
do not need to obsess over our training & methodologies to realize our fullest potentials in Strength. 
Setting aside time to train is our best & most effective approach in a world of otherwise distractions, 
but once we get there, we must incorporate it into here.  
 



Training, by definition, is always working towards a goal. A goal, by definition, is always something 
distant. Even if we meet & exceed the parameters of our goal, it is always something distant & 
separate from us . . . which means that we rarely find fulfillment or benefit in reaching our goal.  
 
The best approach is to make Discipline & Consistency our process . . . big D and big C. We well know 
that one lone session under the iron, no matter how ambitiously planned, will not secure our foothold 
in Potential. Focusing our attention on the daily & repeated task of steady improvement is how we get 
here from there.  
 
We might’ve just survived the condensest summary of a complex Philosophy, but in pursuit of our 
Masters Degree in Muscle, there is no oral defense of our thesis . . . either the method works or it 
doesn’t. Discipline & Consistency have never failed a mindfully present iron initiate, and as long as we’re 
here when the iron starts clanging & banging, we won’t fail or be failed either.  
 
Get stronger, love longer,  
~Lee 
 
Practice Makes Habits 
Okay, well, it’s only an idea until we put it into practice . . . again, an idea being something there, while 
a practice is wholeheartedly here.  
 
Ramp up your movements with a PVC pipe, starting with pass-overs, on to pass-thrus, then some 
Overhead Squats before squaring both feet for the following simple sequence:  

● 10 Kettlebell Swings (two-handed) 
Then, 3 Sets of: 

● 5/5 Kettlebell Swings (single-handed, 5 per side) 
● 1 Left Handed Arm Bar 

○ 1 Left Handed Turkish Get Up  
● 1 Right Handed Arm Bar 

○ 1 Right Handed Turkish Get Up 
● Hold the Kettlebell against your chest with both hands and rock into a full stand  
● 10 Goblet Squats 

 
Finish with 1 more set of: 

● 10 Kettlebell Swings (two-handed) 
 
If you haven’t tried to stand up from laying in your back without using your hands, practice this 
movement without a Kettlebell before proceeding with one. The trick to doing this movement easily is 
to rock onto your upper back, swinging your knees to your chest, then rocking back past your butt, 
planting your feet as your momentum penduls you into the lower portion of a Squat, and finish by 
standing. Who knows, this might indicate a longer life . . .  
 

http://groovygreenlivin.com/longevity-test-can-you-stand-up-without-using-your-hands/


Marconi’s Aetheric Waves 
Music is always a grand & glorious addition to being here, and nothing helps us escape from there 
faster than having the rightest & holiest tunes. Some day’s Iron Sessions might call for fast & heavy 
all-to-the-wall rocking out, and others might demand statuesque & classically composed 
compositions. Somewhere between those extremes most of us will find our sing-along salvation . . . 
but whatever you choose, play it loud . . . this is your life and this is your time.  
 
Broken Boy Soldiers by the Raconteurs is a good sequential mix of upbeat & laid back. Grooves are easy 
to find and fall into step with, making this a must-add to the musical rotation for our iron & here-being 
pursuits. Many of us might be well familiarized with the radio chummy Steady As She Goes, but in 
mighty & rapid context, this tune is just the opener of an album that extends well beyond the confines 
of the original 33 minutes & 42 seconds allocated to our phonic pleasure.  
 
Press play, square up & over your favorite Kettlebell and listen to your Swing sing the beats, pulses, 
rhythms & rhymes designed to celebrate this magnificent moment we’ve been given.  
 

No such thing as spare time 
No such thing as free time 

No such thing as down time 
All you got is life time 

~Henry Rollins 
 


